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Warm Greetings
• Dr. Nay Win Oo, DDG, DHE 
• Dr. Carl Middleton,    Social  Development Studies 

(CSDS), Faculty of Political Science, Chulalongkorn 
University, Bangkok, Thailand, 

• Dr. Vanessa  Lamb,   York  Centre  for  Asian 
Research ,   York   University,   Toronto,   Canada; 
School   of   Geography,  University  of  Melbourne, 
Australia,

• Dr. Htun Ko, Professor & Head, Department of 
Geography, University of Yangon (UY),

• Distinguished   Guests,   Scholars,  Academics,  
Researchers,  Media,  Ladies  &  Gentlemen,



tm;vHk;r*Fvmyg
(Mingalabar!)

Great Auspiciousness to All!
&

Cordially Welcome to this Workshop



v * What we plan to highlight in this WS are the ecological, 
social, cultural & political & facets of the Salween River
Basin, &  to also consider the various tools that can be used 
for research and learning about the SR. 

v There  are  multiple  approaches  to  research about  or 
related to the SR, & multifaceted systems of governance of 
this RB.

v This is  an important time  to consider  the insights of our 
research,  the tools we use,  and  the systems in the larger 
context of development of the RB, & the region. 

v This SSRW also  represents  the final meeting  of  the 
Salween Water Governance Project &  as such, represents 
the culmination of three years of research  &  collaboration 
among the “Salween University Network (SUN)”. 

v This WS is fully funded with support from the Water, 
Land & Ecosystems (WLE) in the Mekong Region Research
Program.
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1. Prologue
• * This research workshop on “Salween/Thanlwin/ 

Nu Studies”  (“Salween Studies”)  builds  mainly on 
the work & momentum of previous Salween Studies
Meetings such as . . . . . 

ØChiang Mai Experts Meeting 2012, 
ØMawlamyine Workshop 2014, 
ØSalween Studies Conference (SSC) at Chiang Mai 

University 2014, and 
ØSalween University Network(SUN) Meeting 2016. 
v The prime aim of holding this WS 2018 is just to 

bring together researchers: 
– to share the state of knowledge, 
– to identify research gaps, and 
– to  set  a  research  agenda  for  a “Sustainable Salween 

River”.



2. The Salween: A Large Trans-boundary 
River Basin of Asia (some salient features)

v Source - Qinghai Mountains
v Location - Unknown Glacier, Tibet, China
v Source elevation - 5,450 m (17,880 ft)
v Coordinates:  32°43′15″N - 92°13′33″E
• ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
v Mouth - Andaman Sea 
v Location - Mawlamyine, Myanmar 
v Mouth elevation - 0 m (0 ft)
v Coordinates: 16°11′39″N - 97°35′00″E 
• ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ø Length - 3,060 km (2,815 mi) (World – 26th) (ASEAN – 2nd)
Ø Catchment Area - 324,000 km2 (125,100 sq mi)       
Ø Discharge – 4,978 m3/s (175,796 cu ft/s)
Ø Near the mouth the river has an average annual discharge - 1,659 m3/s 

(58,600 cu ft/s) 
Ø Plant species - >7,000
Ø Rare Animal + Fish species – about 80
Ø Amphibian species – 92 Fish species – 143 (endemic – 47)



Salween Drainage Area

v Source Elevation - 5,450 m
(17,880 ft)

v Mouth Elevation - 0 m
(0 ft)

Ø Length - 3,060 km
(2,815 mi) 
(World – 26th) 
(ASEAN – 2nd)

Ø Catchment Area - 324,000 km2

(125,100 sq mi)

Ø Discharge – 4,978 m3/s
(175,796 cu ft/s)

Near the mouth - 1,659 m3/s
(58,600 cu ft/s) 

ü19.9% of Myanmar lies in SRB.
ü42% of SRB lies in Myanmar.



3. Background
Ø * The SR is one of the major river systems in the region. 
Ø It flows from the Tibetan Plateau in China & extends into 

Myanmar & Thailand. 
Ø The river has many names ( ‘Salween’ or ‘Kong’ in Thailand; 
Ø ‘Thanlwin’ in Myanmar & ‘Nu Jiang’ in China)
Ø Currently, the mainstream of the SR is undammed & is one 

of the longest free-flowing rivers in the world. 
Ø Despite the large number of people who depend on the SR -

approximately 10 million (FAO, 2011) - people’s voices & the 
socio-cultural context have often been left out of decision-
making on the many proposed large HP projects.

Ø Instead,  its potential  for HP &  economic development
opportunities are prioritized & is linked to the opening up of 
Myanmar  and  overall  development  plans  for  the  Greater 
Mekong Sub-region. 



v During the SSN Meeting, it became apparent that the SRB
has  only  recently  in  recent years  attracted the research 
attentions of international academic researchers. 

v That the focus on SR has increased recently is seen, for 
instance,  in  the  number  of  academic  publications  on the 
Lower SR since 2010. 

v This  increasing Work  on  the Lower SR is related to the 
situation in Myanmar where the country has started to gain 
attention with the economic opening up of country. 

v Yet,  while  academic research  is  emerging now, we have 
actually  seen  Civil  Society  Research being  pursued  for 
decades,  including  work  by  organizations  such as KESAN, 
International Rivers  (IR),  Salween Watch,  Southeast Asia 
Rivers Network (SEARIN), TERRA, and MEE Net. 

v This  research  is  important  to  recognize  and  use 
alongside  academic work to reinforce  & improve the quality 
of research being conducted now.



v * At present, there are 16 proposed HP projects
along the SR. 

v These have the potential to transform agrarian 
livelihoods,   fisheries   migration,   and   to  change 
political & economic relationships of the SRB.

v Of  these  projects,  up  to  8 are  proposed  in 
Myanmar or along the Thai-Myanmar border.

v But the majority of the electricity produced would 
not be for domestic consumption, which is urgently 
required, but would be sold to Thailand & China.

v * The increased attention to the SRB would not 
have been possible  without the work that has been 
done over the past 10 years, mainly by civil society 
groups, to raise awareness on these issues. 



4. Mawlamyine River Research in Myanmar

ü * Last 15 years ago, in Jan 2002, Prof. Maung 
Maung Aye,Tin Tun,Win Mya Soe & San San Wai
conducted  a research project,  and  submitted the 
resultant  paper  entitled  "Geomorphological  and 
Hydrological  Characteristics of  the Mawlamyine 
River  Basin (The  Mouth  of  Thanlwin)"  to the 
Mawlamyine   University,  DHE  (Lower Myan), MoE, 
Mon State, Myanmar. 

ü This paper was awarded as the “Best Research 
Paper”  by   the  MOE for  the  Year  2002,  and 
consequently  the true  copies of  this  paper  were 
distributed by the ministry to all Arts and Science 
Universities across the country with the purpose of 
enhancing more applied research for Myanmar.



5. Previous Workshops on the Salween River 
Basin (SRB) Studies

Ø * Prior to this 2nd SSRW, there were several 
meetings organized to draw international and basin-
wide attention to the issues affecting the SRB. 

Ø (A) In October 2012, for instance, there were 12 
people - 6 of whom were also present at this event 
(Pai Deetes,  Dr. Lamb,  Prof. Saw Win,  Dr. Chayan, 
Dr. Middleton   &   Dr. Yu Xiaogang)  - who  met  to 
discuss the future of the SRB, supported by IR and 
CMU. 

Ø Concerns revolved  around  the  mega  projects
planned  for  the  Upper SR and  the  downstream 
impacts  of  these projects  as well as  logging and 
mining in the SRB.



v (B)   *  A  “Consultative  Meeting  on  the 
Natural Resources of SR  & Dawei Coastal 
Area” was  jointly  held  by REAM, Myanmar 
& Mekong Energy & Ecological Network (MEE 
Net), Thailand  at  the  REAM Office, Ahlon 
Township, Yangon City, Myanmar on the 27th 
November, 2012. 

v About  22  scholars (20  from Myanmar & 
2 from  Thailand)   attended   the   event. 

v I owe much gratitude to Prof. Saw Win for 
introducing me with those scholars from SSR
Network for the first time.



Ø (C)* The “Workshop on Values of SR: Ecosystem 
Resources  Conservation  &   Management”   was 
jointly  held  by  the REAM, Myanmar and Towards 
Ecological Recovery  &  Regional Alliances  (TERRA), 
Thailand  at  UMFCCI,  Lanmadaw Township, Yangon 
City, Myanmar on May 28 -29, 2013. 

Ø About 12 research papers were presented to 
the  WS  on  (a)  Ecology & Livelihood, (b) Threat/ 
Problems  Facing  the SR, & (c) Some Considera-
tions on Feasible Solutions. 

Ø During the Workshop, Prof. Maung Maung AYE
made  a  presentation  entitled “Potential Environ-
mental Impacts of Damming  the Thanlwin River 
for Large Hydro-power Projects”.



v (D) *  The Roundtable  Discussion  on 
“Towards Trans-boundary River Co-opera-
tion:  Trans-boundary  Lessons  from  the 
Mekong”  was  jointly held by  the MEE Net, 
Thailand  &  the REAM,  Myanmar  at   the  
Diamond  Condo,  Kamaryut Township, Yangon 
City, Myanmar on the 18th Dec 2013. 

v About 50 scholars, local & international, 
were present at the event.

v During  the  Roundtable  Discussion, Prof. 
Maung Maung AYE made  a  presentation  on
“The  Thanlwin  River  Basin  Faces Heavy 
Threat from  Damming: Does  the TR (SR)  
Know Exactly Where It is Going?”



v (E) *The  “Workshop  on  ‘Socio-economics and 
Ecosystem  Values  of  the SR:  Towards Trans-
boundary  Management  Framework  &  Research 
Collaboration Network” was jointly held by  REAM, 
Myanmar,  Towards  Ecological  Recovery & Regional 
Alliances  (TERRA), Thailand,  Mekong   Energy  and 
Ecology   Network   (MEE  Net),  Thailand   at  the  
Convocation   Hall,    Mawlamyine  University,  Mon 
State, Myanmar on Sept 2 – 3, 2014.

v About  25 presentations were  made  by  both 
national   &   international   scholars,   researchers,  
CSOs during the two-day Workshop with  special  
emphasis upon   such  topics as  Ecosystems   and   
Socio-economics,  Inhabitant  People  &  Resource-
Based  Livelihoods,  HP  &  River Resources  of  the
SRB,  Upstream SR and    Sino - Asian    Affairs,   
Community Research  Approach,  



v During the Workshop, Prof. Maung Maung 
AYE made  a presentation  on “A Geographi-
cal  Evaluation  on  the  Natural &  Human 
Resources of the Salween Drainage Basin”.

v On the final day of the Workshop, 
participants   had   a   great   opportunity  of 
paying  a field  visit to   some  river  mouth 
islands and villages  in the Salween Estuarine 
Region near Mawlamyine City. 



Ø (F) ‘The First International Conference on 
Salween/Thanlwin/Nu Studies’ - “State  of
Knowledge:  Environmental  Change, Liveli-
hoods and Development” was  hosted by the 
Regional   Centre   for   Social   Science   and 
Sustainable Development (RCSD), Faculty of 
Social Science, Chiang Mai University, Thai-
land, organized by the Salween-Thanlwin-Nu 
(STN) Studies Group,  on 14-15 November, 
2014. 

Ø *  With  support  of  the  Heinrich  Böll 
Foundation (HBF) & (RCSD),  the Chiang Mai 
University,  hosted  the   First International 
Salween Studies Conference. 



Ø This was a significant conference for the 
SRB region  and  brought together over 200
participants, not limited to local communities, 
NGOs,   CSOs, universities,   researchers, 
academics, & youth. 

ØThe Conference highlighted that ‘universities, 
and  others,  can  work  together  to  conduct 
academic research and collect information to 
support the SRB’. 

Ø The presentations at the conference raised 
important questions about ‘who can create the 
knowledge  used  for  decision-making  in  the
SRB’.



Ø The biggest take-away from the conference 
was that there is a need to link researchers 
to broaden decision-making processes. 

ØTo allow for effective collaboration, everyone 
must work together  to inform  each other of 
existing research.

ØAbout 63 research papers were presented to 
the Conference. 

Ø 15 major topics were discussed during this 
great event.



v During this International Conference on 
Salween/ Thanlwin/ Nu River,    Prof. Maung 
Maung AYE made,  at  the  kind  request  of 
event organizers, three presentations such 
as . . . . .

v (i) “A  Geographical  Analysis on  the HP 
Projects of  Nu/ Thanlwin/ Salween  River 
Basin”, 

v (ii) “The Salween/Thanlwin/Nu: A Large 
Trans-boundary  River  Basin  of Asia” and 

v (iii) Earthquake Hazards: A Brief Analysis 
of Seismo-tectonic Activities in Myanmar.



Ø (G) * The Salween University Network (SUN) Meeting on 
“Towards a Shared Vision for the Salween-Thanlwin-Nu”
was  held  on January 29-31, 2016, hosted by the Regional 
Centre   for   Social   Science   &   Sustainable  Development 
(RCSD) at Chiang Mai University in Thailand.

Ø The overall purpose of the 2016 SUN Meeting was to 
accomplish the following specific objectives . . . . .

ü Map the current research agendas underway  in the region 
for the SR

ü Identify gaps in current research agendas, & which ones are 
urgent to address

ü Strengthen networks between university researchers & civil 
society groups

ü Identify  how  research  could better inform & shape public 
policy on the SR

ü Discuss   &   further   develop  a  book proposal on  “Nu-
Thanlwin-Salween Studies”   based   on  previous  meetings, 
particularly  work  presented  at the 2014 Salween Studies 
Conference (SSC) in Chiang Mai.



Ø A wide variety of active participants from 
many  sectors   in  the  Salween-Thanlwin-Nu 
River Basin  region  gave  presentations over 
two days. 

Ø The meeting was an opportunity to review 
the  research  that  came  out  of  the  2014 
Salween  Studies  Conference  (SSC) &  to 
discuss  what  research  can  be  done  in the 
future.

Ø * More than 50 participants attended the 
meeting,  including  professors,  researchers, 
experts, CSO and NGO representatives,  and 
journalists  from  a  range  of countries - not 
limited  to  the  SRB countries  of  Thailand, 
Myanmar, & China. 



6. Importance and Implications
v * Prior to the 2014 SS Conference there were 

concerns over how little attention was being paid to 
the SRB compared with the ARB & MRB. 

v But, due to successful mobilization efforts & 
collaborations in  the region,  the 2014 SSC was a 
big success.

v The biggest achievement of the conference was in 
terms of  the knowledge sharing bet. international 
experts & local people. 

v“For civil society members from Myanmar, it was 
a wakeup call.” 

v The Network’s success was shown in how it was 
working  to share knowledge  instead  of restricting 
knowledge to a small group of experts. 



v *The Network is important for the region and has 
provided new opportunities for Myanmar academics 
and civil society members to work internationally. 

v One of the biggest strengths of the Network
right now is that it is composed primarily of people 
from the SRB region. 

v The Salween University Network (SUN) differed 
from the Mekong River Commission (MRC). 

v While the MRC produces important research, they 
have established  few links with local  universities, 
and is divorced from the RB as a whole, & especially 
from the people who live there. 

v Beyond that, China and Myanmar have never been 
members of the MRC.



v * It was only recently that RCSD of Chiang Mai 
University  started   to  work   with  universities  in 
Myanmar. 

v The SUN Meeting proved effective in bringing 
even more people together. 

v The importance of these relationships should be 
highlighted  by noting  that  the  majority  of Myan
scholars  are working  on  natural science, geology, 
and marine sciences. 

v In contrast, at Chiang Mai University, scholars 
generally specialize in  social science research and 
on highlands research. 

v This is one area where different universities can 
collaborate and bring together unique expertise to 
share with policy makers  within  Myan &  through-
out the SRB region as a whole. 



v We must collaborate so that we can “Save the 
Salween River for the Future.”

v * One problem which academics want to tackle in 
Myanmar is  the deep divide between academia and 
civil society. 

v This should be attributed to not listening to the 
voices of people in the SRB. 

v Research needs to think about people’s needs &, 
in  the case of energy demands, provide alternative 
energy options. 

v Listening and paying attention to actual needs 
should be accompanied by scientific knowledge. 

v This is another potential implication of the 
Network - providing  the opportunity  for scientific 
knowledge and   community-oriented   research to 
come together to inform national policies. 



v * The SUN Meeting proved effective in bringing together 
academics &  creating  a  space  for  collaboration through 
various group work sessions. 

v Following a full day of presentations, participants broke 
out in groups  to identify  knowledge gaps, current research, 
collaborations, and priorities for future work. 

v 4 Areas were identified for possible future collaborations
Ø the environment, 
Ø law and policy, 
Ø economics, and
Ø society and culture. 
v With a diverse collection of participants, it came as no 

surprise that  each group conducted  very different sets  of 
analysis. 

v Through collaborative efforts, each group came up with 
thorough & comprehensive  examinations  of gaps, opportu-
nities, & ways forward in the research. 



7. Context
v * Many of the presentations focused on challenges faced by 

local communities  & methods used  to  promote community 
empowerment & traditional knowledge research. 

v That the value of traditional knowledge comes in many 
forms was shown by some researchers. 

v Their work showed the importance of complementing social 
sciences with natural sciences research.

v All these presentations emphasized how more focus needs 
to be placed on this type of research in the future. 

v Collaborative studies linking local to scientific knowledge 
allows   for   community  members to  become  researchers 
themselves. 

v Beyond being useful for future data collection, it can 
work to build the confidence of local community members to 
work side-by-side with academic researchers. 



Ø * On the topic of sharing knowledge it was 
emphasized that “Knowledge links to responsibility 
in decision-making.” 

Ø * The importance of the media was also highlighted. 
Ø The  media has  the  potential  to  cover  many 

different  views  - such as  NGOs or  construction 
companies. 

Ø The media can also link together the interests & 
controversial  ideas   that   exist   between   hydro-
electric development projects & river protection. 

Ø What is most important is for journalists to put 
pressure on  the media &  provide  the public  with 
opinions & information. 



v * Other presentations looked more towards river
diversion plans & proposed infrastructural changes. 

v Many questions were raised about the implications 
of  this  given  minimal information  and  knowledge 
availability. 

v Other questions were also raised about how this 
plan  has  been  framed  within  the current military 
government in Thailand. 

v One question that stood out was whether Thailand 
is  required  to consult with  neighbouring countries 
on the water diversion plans. 

v There were also presentations examining the 
environmental   impacts on   the   river’s   diverse 
ecosystems. 



v Hopefully, the Network members who have experience 
linking research with the communities and knowledge with 
policy would share their ideas. 

v The statement, made by a researcher, reflecting on the 
presentations,  was that in his experience,  “policy gaps are 
more a result of poor ears than poor policies.” 

v This statement resonated successfully with the meeting 
participants and acted as a lasting take-away message.

v A Thai Scholar spoke to the importance of prioritizing 
research that looks at economic & social dimensions of the 
Salween due  to  the limited information  available  on those 
living there. 

v Another scholar also highlighted that these gaps were 
already    recognized    in   the  1990s when   researchers 
identified many similar problems still exiting today. 

v For example, participants from Myanmar noted there is 
a need for domestic energy supplies  but  there is still a lack 
of baseline data on “everything”—including water levels. 



v * The analysis of dams proposed in China explained 
by a  researcher revealed  how there are opportu-
nities for civil society studies. 

v The success of postponing some dams can be 
applied  to  other projects if  enough  research is 
done in other earthquake zones in China. 

v Successful postponement of the dam came from 
collecting  &  releasing  environmental  data  to  the 
public - this needs to continue  at a larger scale for 
other proposed sites. 

v There is an opportunity to learn this example and 
apply similar methods in Myanmar. 

v For example, the proposed Hatgyi Dam would also 
sit on a fault line &  a reservoir  in this area could 
create a higher earthquake risk.



v * Looking towards how data is released 
through  the  media,   a  scholar from  HBF,
Myanmar, stressed  how  there  is  a  gap  on 
sharing  information  between  academia  and 
other communities that needs to be filled. 

v One   example   provided   was   that 
representatives   from   civil   society   were 
aware of proposed dams  but  were not aware 
of the key players or financial sources. 

v He also stressed that while the media
reported  some  of  this information, priority 
needs to be on coverage in Myanmar instead 
of only English language coverage.



v * Overall, it is important to think outside 
the box and  to pursue new paths that could 
lead  to   more  cooperation   &  collaboration 
between  many different levels-international, 
regional, national, and local. 

v It  is  imperative  to  include  the  local 
community perspective in all policy processes.

v When local communities gain inclusion into 
policy processes, other gaps existing between 
the local  and  the national levels  will become 
obvious. 



8. Words of Gratitude/Auspiciousness
*On behalf of the GD of UY and all Myanmar 
scholars,  I’d  like  to  express  our heartfelt  
gratitude to the Water, Land & Ecosystems 
(WLE)  in  the  Mekong Region  Res. Program, 
Social  Development  Studies  (CSDS),  York 
Centre for Asian Research, York University, 
Toronto, Canada,  

* as well as  to  all organizations &  individuals
to   whom   thanks  are  due   with  regard  to 
holding successfully  this great event for the 
Sustainable  Development of Salween River 
Basin.



9. Conclusion
* This Second Salween Studies Conference is scheduled to 
be  held  in  this  Arts Hall,  University  of Yangon, Myanmar 
on February 26-27, 2018. 

v The two-day Conference entailed a combination of . . . . .
ü research paper presentations, 
ü plenary sessions and 
ü poster presentations, 
v which  is  a  similar  format  that  was  used  for  the  First 

Salween Studies Conference held in Chiang Mai, Thailand in 
November, 2014. 

Ø There will be a total of sixty participants mostly from 
Myan,  Thailand,  &  China,  &  a total 50 academic research 
papers to be presented. 

Ø The SUN should be a Network of Action” and one way to 
accomplish this is through more collaboration with regard to 
understanding local communities.



v * Dr. Chayan reflected on the 1st meeting with his 
comments   on  the  “Geography  of  knowing  and 
Geography of ignorance.” 

v Hopefully, all participants will agree that there is 
still  much to be learned about  the Salween RB, its 
communities, & its history.

v * With this  I’d like  to conclude  my Keynote 
Speech. - And, I whole-heartedly wish  all of you  a 
great  success in  holding  this  auspicious  &  very 
important event  scheduled  to  be  held  today  and 
tomorrow. –

vLikewise, my special & cordial wish to all our friends 
& colleagues,  international & local,  Guest Scholars
from various countries & institutions is . . . . .

v “May you all have  a nice stay in Yangon 
City,  Yangon   Region,  Myanmar   during   the 
Workshop, and a safe and pleasant journey home 
after the Workshop!”



Thank You All
for 

Your Time and Kind 
Attention

Wishing all of you peaceful, healthy and rewarding 
Years ahead !

Sincerely Yours - Professor Maung Maung AYE


